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Resolution 18-7
A Study of AIA Regions
To execute a study of AIA Regions: 

• To document their wide variety of structures, missions, resources, and programs 

• To review the relationship between the new Strategic Council and the regions 

• To identify best practice models and opportunities: 

• To increase member value

• Promote collaboration among components

• Provide consistent member service

• Align the work of components at all levels

• Make efficient use of member dues

• To examine a regional structure that positions us for the future

Vote Record
Yes: 3,936
No: 339
Abstain: 201



• Context  Regions' history, purpose, missions and overlap with other AlA entities

• Governance  Region structure, size, components, directors and legal status

• Repositioning  Regions and Strategic Council as they relate to recommendations on component autonomy vs. unity, 

component structure, and tier coordination

• Leadership  Region director cultivation and election, member outreach and communication, diversity, Strategic Council 

outcomes, benefits and challenges of geographic representation model

• Member value  Region programs and services, benefits to chapters, member value, relationship to other tiers of the AIA

• Resources  Region dues and other income, expenses, volunteer and staff time, travel costs

• Member perception  Value to members and chapters, perceived effectiveness of Regions and Strategic Council, 

successes and opportunities for improvement

• Methodology  Direct input from a wide range of members, surveys, focus groups and interviews, data collection

Resolution 18-7
A Study of AIA Regions



4.41 Purposes of Regions
The purpose of regions shall be to provide for the election of 

regional representatives to the Strategic Council and to 

facilitate communication between the Strategic Council and 

components, thereby forwarding the objectives of the 

Institute, unifying its efforts, and improving administration of 

its affairs in the various parts of its domain.



Peter Kuttner, FAIA
Massachusetts, New England

Rod Ashley, FAIA*
Oregon, Northwest Pacific

Han-Mei Chiang, AIA
Oregon, Northwest Pacific

Lisa Lamkin, FAIA
Texas

Stuart Coppedge, FAIA
Colorado, Western Mountain

Nathan Johnson, AIA
Minnesota, North Central

Kathryn Bedette, AIA
Georgia, South Atlantic

Vicki Long, Hon. AIA FL, CAE
Florida, Florida & Caribbean

Terry Welker, FAIA*
Ohio, Ohio Valley 

James Wright, FAIA
International

Bruce  Turner, AIA*
Ex Officio, New Jersey

Korey White, AIA
Illinois

Tom Liebel, FAIA* 
Mid-Atlantic

Regions Task Force

*Member of the Strategic Council
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Big Questions



Representative vs. Strategic Role
“As Regions are currently used to elect the majority of Strategic 

Councilors, the Task Force questioned whether the Strategic Council was 
best served by representatives of a specific geographic area, or 

alternatively, by members with the knowledge, skills and abilities needed 
for the Strategic Council to effectively complete its work.”

Further work is needed to clarify the role of the Regional 
Representative to the Strategic Council with both internal and 

external stakeholders.



Formal vs. Informal Regions

Formal Regions
• More stuctured opportunities 

to deliver value to members
• Intermediate communicator 

with National

Informal Regions
• Reduces real or perceived 

bureaucracy
• Reduces duplication between tiers 

of the institute



Domestic vs. International Regions
“From the first Task Force meeting, the impact of any changes to the 

regional structure on the International Region would need to be carefully 
considered. The International Region is independently incorporated and 
represents the interests of approximately 1,800 AIA members that reside 

outside of the United States, including seven components as well as 
unassigned members.”

The Task Force endorses alternative adjustments to the International 
Region to support its work and ensure ongoing opportunities for its 

members to contribute to the work of the Institute.



Other Groups
“There are other groups within, and affiliated with, the Institute that utilize 
the current regional structure to organize. Any changes to Regions would 
need to be made with consideration for the other groups that use them to 

organize in order to ensure continued operations.” 

The Task Force recommends engaging these groups in a meaningful 
way in order to ensure responsible, orderly, and appropriate 

adjustments to their operating practices should changes to the 
regional structure be made.
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Potential Scenarios



Base Scenarios

REGIONAL GOVERNANCE
Regions Select Council
Regions Communicate

Least Amount of Change
Efforts on Improving Regions

INFORMAL REGIONS
Others Select Council
Others Communicate

Most Amount of Change
Efforts on Replacing Regions

3 
State 

Governance Focus

ADAPTIVE 
REUSE

1
Existing 
Regions

RESTORATION

4 
Strategic

Leadership

NEW 
CONSTRUCTION

2 
New 

Regions

RENOVATION



Scenario Overview

Regions are…

• The structure used to elect Regional Representatives to 
the Strategic Council

• The conduit for member communication to and from the 
Strategic Council

• A venue for Component leaders and emerging leaders to 
gather and exchange information that affect their 
Components

And as such, AIA 
should…

• Continue the use of formal Regions
• Make minor renovations to Structure, Governance and 

Operations

In order to…

• Increase the value of all Regions to members and the 
Institute

• Provide a stronger foundation for Multi-State Regions to 
provide representation, communication and value to their 
Components and members

RENOVATION



Scenario Overview Cont. 
The Task Force suggests renovating the 18 domestic Regions to reduce the 

number to 14 domestic Regions.

RENOVATION



Scenario Overview Cont. 
The Task Force suggests renovating the 18 domestic Regions to reduce the 

number to 14 domestic Regions.

RENOVATION

Combine Virginias 
and Middle Atlantic

Combine 
New Jersey 
and 
Pennsylvania

The minimum membership requirement to be a 
Region would increase to 4% of the AIA 
membership.

Resulting in all Multi-State Regions except for 
California, New York, Texas, and Illinois.

Regular reviews will be conducted to account for 
population shifts.

Combine Ohio Valley and Michigan

Combine Florida-
Caribbean and Gulf 
States



Scenario Overview Cont. 
Governance

• A minimum of 2 Strategic Councilors will be assigned to each Region with 
staggered terms to enable mentorship and ensure continuity of 
representation

• Regions will have bylaws, and be able to determine their own method of 
governance (Board, Majority Vote of Components, etc.)

Operations
• Regions serve a different purpose and therefore, do not compete with 

Local, State, or National Components
• Development of “Best Practices” to increase access to leadership 

opportunities and increase Regions’ effectiveness at delivering value

RENOVATION



Research and Rationale
AIA Leaders are 

generally familiar with 
their Region’s activities, 

operations and 
governance

AIA Leaders believe 
that Regions should be 

serving as a 
communications conduit 
and organizing events 

for members

Regions meet the 
expectations of AIA 

Leaders

AIA Leaders believe AIA 
should have Regions

AIA Leaders believe 
their Regions represent 
their geographic area 

well

RENOVATION



Key Strengths
Fewer Regions for National to coordinate and allows for better size balance 
between Regions.

Flexibility for Regions to self-determine governance and programming.

Regions serve a different purpose, and will not compete with National, State, or 
Local Components.

Two Strategic Councilors per Region results in better continuity and 
"geographically-based" mentoring and support.

Regional communication is needed to effectively address member concerns, help 
expand business networks and advocate for the profession on a regional level.

RENOVATION



Weaknesses
Financial impact of Multi-State Regions on Components and members is not 
equitable and transparent

Potential for duplication of programmatic efforts between the Region and the 
Components still exists

Renovating some Regions will impact how they function and require operational 
changes

Pipeline of leadership is not consistent across all Regions

Multi-State Regions have limited value, awareness with “rank and file” members and 
serve varied purposes

RENOVATION



Implications
Changes to the AIA National Bylaws and Regional Bylaws may be 

needed

A transition period to analyze their status and organize sequenced 
elections 

Membership populations are fluid and may drive additional changes 
in the future

The need to connect the work of Knowledge Communities, AIA’s 
deep-diving expert networks, and the Strategic Council, a broad, 

forward-thinking body, still remains

“The Big Move” will have significant regional geographic 
implications

RENOVATION



Implications
• Using the current percentage allocation for Strategic Councilors 

would decrease the number of Regions Representatives from 37 to 
34

Strategic Council

• Changes in travel costs to support Strategic Councilors
• Renovated Regions would have additional revenue, if dues amounts 

stay consistent
Financial

• Two designated seats on the Strategic Council
• Maintain existing governance structure and compositionInternational

• To improve the current state of communication and transparency, 
Regions should abide by related best practices 

Communication 
and Transparency

RENOVATION



Base Scenarios

REGIONAL GOVERNANCE
Regions Select Council
Regions Communicate

Least Amount of Change
Efforts on Improving Regions

INFORMAL REGIONS
Others Select Council
Others Communicate

Most Amount of Change
Efforts on Replacing Regions

2 
New 

Regions

RENOVATION

3 
State 

Governance Focus

ADAPTIVE 
REUSE



Scenario Overview
ADAPTIVE

REUSE

The current 
purpose of 

Regions is to…

• Provide for the election of Regional 
Representatives to the Strategic Council

• Facilitate communication between the Strategic 
Council and Components

Which are better 
achieved by…

• The direct connection of State Components to 
National, through State-elected Strategic 
Councilors

• Informal partnerships between State and Local 
Components

In order to…
• Provide better representation, communication and 

value to Components and members.
• Reduce bureaucracy and duplication within the 

Institute 



Research and Rationale
Other associations are 

moving away from 
formal regional 

structures

Members rarely hear 
from their Region

Members are unaware 
of how to become a 

Strategic Councilor via 
their Region 

State Components are 
perceived as effective 

representatives of 
their geographic areas

ADAPTIVE
REUSE



Key Strengths

Facilitates communication between the Strategic Council and members through 
State Components, and vice-versa, with members more familiar with each other.

All States are guaranteed an opportunity to participate in the Strategic Council.

Strong State Components already exist with Component officers and staffing. 

Removes a layer between the Member and AIA National within the governance 
structure.

ADAPTIVE
REUSE



Weaknesses

There may be times when smaller states are unable to support 
a Strategic Councilor or elect a candidate for the office

This scenario does not address consistency in the leadership 
pipeline

The number of Strategic Councilors will increase potentially 
resulting in an unwieldy and more costly Strategic Council

ADAPTIVE
REUSE



Implications: Strategic Council
Changes to Strategic Councilor Allocation

AIA National Board Members are Ex-Officio members of the Strategic Council

Potential Method of Allocation
% of AIA 
membership in 
State

# of allocated 
Strategic 
Councilors

0-7.5% 1
7.5%-9.9% 2
10-12.5% 3
12.5-15% 4

Potential State Strategic Councilors
Source Number of Seats
States + DC 51
California Additional 2
New York Additional 2
Texas Additional 1

ADAPTIVE
REUSE



Implications: Financial
AIA National will have additional expenses to support a larger Strategic 
Council (e.g., Travel & Lodging for Strategic Council meetings)

State Components will support the election process of their Strategic 
Councilor

Consideration for a specific in-state travel expense policy and any travel 
allowance from AIA National would need to be revisited

State and Local Components will no longer be required to pay Regional dues 
or support Regional activities via financial resources and/or staff time

There may be additional costs for executing on informal regional partnerships

ADAPTIVE
REUSE



Implications
• One designated seat on the Strategic Council
• Maintain existing governance structure and compositionInternational

• Several of these groups would be impacted by a significant increase in their 
representatives if they were to elect State representatives instead of Regional 
representatives

• There is the risk that some State Components would not be able to support 
these additional positions, if asked to do so

Other Groups

• State Strategic Councilors communication with State Component governing 
bodies and attached territorial components

Communication 
and Transparency

ADAPTIVE
REUSE



Questions
Chair of Regions Resolution Task Force: Peter Kuttner, FAIA
pkuttner@cambridgeseven.com

AIA Staff Liaison: Gwen Berlekamp
gwenberlekamp@aia.org

McKinley Advisors Point of Contact: Jamie MacRitchie
jmacritchie@mckinley-advisors.com

mailto:pkuttner@cambridgeseven.com
mailto:gwenberlekamp@aia.org
mailto:jmacritchie@mckinley-advisors.com
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